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This essential, hands-on guide is filled with examples of what a composition should look like and
example of poorly designed layouts. Spot potential problems before they cost time and money,
and adapt creative solutions for your own projects with this invaluable resource for beginner and
intermediate artists. With Beauty and the Beast examples and Simpson character layouts,
readers will learn how to develop character layout and background layout as well as strengthen
composition styles with a creative toolset of trick shot examples and inspirational case studies.
A companion website will include further technique based tools, finalized layout and composition
examples and tutorials for further artistic skill development.Adapt key techniques, tips and tricks
of an an experienced layout artists with 30 years of experience to your film, television and
animation projects.Save time and money with workflow solutions and avoid common mistakes
and problems with troubleshooting tips and tricks. Implement creative solutions for your own
projects with this invaluable resource for beginner and intermediate artists with examples
of what a composition should look like and example of poorly designed layouts. Create
professional character layouts and background layouts as well as strengthen composition styles
with a creative toolset of trick shot examples, inspirational case studies and professional Disney
examples and Simpson character layouts. Further your artistic skill development with an
interactive, companion website which will include finalized layout and composition examples and
tutorials.

Ed Ghertner is a highly regarded master craftsman in the animation industry. This book is
packed with ideas that cover the art of visual story telling. It would be a helpful tool for any
animator, layout artist or filmmaker. Mark Kirkland -- Three-time Emmy Award-winning Director of
The Simpsons About the AuthorEd is a renowned Layout Artist and Character Layout Artist who
has spent over thirty years in film and animation. He has worked at Disney Studios and Disney
TV. He has worked on some of the great Disney classics including "The Fox and the Hound",
"Beauty and the Beast", "The Lion King", and the "Huntchback of Notre Dame" and "Mulan." In
addition to working with Disney, Ed has worked on the "Curious George" and The Simpsons. Ed
is an active member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Academy of television
Arts and Sciences, Creative Talent Network.
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Realalien, “good book. Ed Ghertner has been in the business for a long time and his animation
feature film credits are impressive. The book is a valuable wealth of knowledge for anyone
wanting to learn about Layout and Composition for Animation 2D or 3D. It is written is a clear and
informative way that is a must have for the professional , student or animation buff.”

M. Dinardi, “A focused guide. This book has wonderful imagery and clear explanations.Presents
the basic concepts in detail and a few advanced techniques. Wish it had more advanced
concepts.Nice to have background design as an entire book and not just two pages in the back
an overview of the entire animation process.”

romanbruni, “brilliant. extraordinary brilliant descriptions, techniques revealed.the best value
comes from a 'way' of visual thinking to animation.the author is keen to show some camera tips
that makeall the difference... although a lot of 'moving camera' cultureis required to put all that to
good use.”

Karl, Sr., “Five Stars. Love the book, and the way it was handled/shipped. Came on time at the
quality level anticipated.”

Emiliano Silva, “A great reference of animation's layout. for beginners like me, this book is a great
reference theoric for obtain a solid concept to create's animations with better final results.”

idbi, “Four Stars. Very good book, I filled in some blanks in my knowledge.”

themighty, “Good book. Great introduction to the world of animation”

vpapag, “Very nice. Very nice book”

Zherom, “Sehr informativ. Sehr strukturelle Angehensweise an diesen künstlichen Prozess”

David Lamhauge, “Insigth and knowledge. This book delivers what it promises. It gives good and
solid suggestions on how to solve real life difficulties. Well layed out, and easy to read and learn
from.I think it looses focus in the last sections of the book, but it is a book I would recommend to
anyone who wants to enhance their layout and composition skills.”

The book by Ed Ghertner has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 81 people have provided feedback.
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